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Iesis Group is a multi-disciplinary property, 
engineering, and development consultancy, 
here to ensure projects succeed no matter 
how exacting the challenge.

Whether new build or listed buildings, our approach 
allows us to deal with the issues urban regeneration 
developments encounter. With extensive project 
experience across the residential, student, healthcare, 
commercial, hotel, retail and infrastructure sectors, our 
clients know they can trust our highly-skilled teams to 
secure the right outcome.

We understand risk and commercial pressures and 
our meticulous planning, diligence and commitment 
means we have what it takes to tackle complex project 
issues.
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DIVISIONS

BRANDED CONTENT
LOGO DESIGN, BROCHURES, 
BUSINESS CARDS
INTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPTS
SITE SIGN DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN
CREATIVE FILMS
EVENT PLANNING

OFFICE REFURBISHMENT
RESIDENTIAL REFURBISHMENT
SPACE PLANNING AND DESIGN
FURNITURE SUPPLY
DESIGN AND BUILD
CAT A AND CAT B

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
  COST MANAGEMENT 

EMPLOYER’S AGENT
QUANTITY SURVEYING

MONITORING SURVEYING

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING

HEAVY CIVIL ENGINEERING
BIM

PT/RC DETAILING
TEMPORARY WORKS
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The Consult division of Iesis 
Group provides added value 
to our clients by reducing 
potential project risks to 
facilitate successful project 
delivery.
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Iesis Monitoring Surveyors work with Funders to 
initially assess a property development and thereafter 
monitor progress on site on a periodic basis until 
completion, identifying potential risks that arise and 
keep the Funders fully informed on the status of the 
development.
 
Acting as the interface between the Funder and 
parties involved in procuring the scheme, we identify, 
review and provide advice to enable Funders to 
understand, and where necessary mitigate risks within 
their development finance portfolios.
 
In advance of funding, Iesis will prepare a 
detailed Initial Report reporting on all aspects of 
the development including cost, procurement, 
programme, planning etc. We continue to offer 
support as the development progresses and prepare 
interim reports, typically issued monthly where we 
attend site and report on progress and monitor risks 
identified in our Initial Report, working with the 
Funders other appointed agents where necessary.

Our consultancy division draws on many years of 
multi-sector experience, so we can add value for 
clients. 

We have undertaken projects across Residential, 
Office, Hotel, Leisure, Health, Student, Large Scale 
Infrastructure and MOD projects, ranging from £100k 
to £100M. And whether acting as project and cost 
managers, employer’s agent, quantity surveyors or 
monitoring surveyors, we stay focussed on adding 
value for every client.

WHAT WE DO
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CONSULTING SERVICES

MONITORING SURVEYORS
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Cost Management
Project Management
Contract Administration
Intelligent Procurement
Cost Planning
Contract Disputes
Conflict Avoidance & Resolution
Programme Analysis
Risk Analysis & Management

Development appraisal
Construction cost benchmark
Site visit progress review
Project cashflow analysis
Overall project risk assessment
Security document review

EXPERTISE

EXPERTISE
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PROJECT EXAMPLES
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HOPE HOUSE

MUSIC BOX

SPIRE HEALTHCARE

ST DUNSTAN’S COURT

ONE MOLYNEUX

THE EXCHANGE

CUMBERLAND STREET

MINING & CIVIL ENGINEERING

MANCHESTER LEGACY
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Location:      Bath
Sector:          Luxury Residential
Developer:   Acorn Property Group
Our Role:      Employers Agent                      
     Project Manager   
     Quantity Surveyor                     
    

Notable Features: 

• Luxurious development of one, two, three 
and four-bedroom apartments and houses 
set on the site of a former girls’ school in the 
Lansdown area of Bath.

• Refurbishment and conversion of a Grade II 
listed building together with a collection of 
new build houses and apartments.

HOPE HOUSE
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Location:        London
Sector:            Residential & Music School
Developer:     Taylor Wimpey Central London
Our Role:        Employer’s Agent 

The Music Box is an impressive, landmark 11 
storey development situated in the heart of 
Southwark in central London. The London 
Centre of Contemporary Music is located on 
the lower levels, with 41 apartments above, 
including a floor of dedicated affordable units.

Notable Features:

• Piled raft with triple basement structure.
• Very constrained site next to railway 

viaduct, adjacent buildings and highways.
• Significant cantilever feature above main 

entrance.
 

MUSIC BOX
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SPIRE HEALTHCARE

Location: UK Wide
Sector: Healthcare & Commercial
Developer:Spire Healthcare
Our Role: Project Manager
 Quantity Surveyor
 Employer’s Agent

Spire Specialist Care Centre in Aztec West 
on the outskirts of Bristol is the first Spire 
cancer treatment centre in the UK. This was a 
fast-track redevelopment of an existing office 
building to create the cancer treatment area as 
well as high quality medical accommodation.

Spire Parkway is Iesis’ second collaboration 
with Spire Healthcare. A £9m project, the 
challenge was to redevelop and refurbish the 
hospital to provide new day care facilities, 
endoscopy and oncology units as well as a new 
operating theatre. Forty patient bedrooms 
were also upgraded as part of a particularly 
challenging scheme given that the hospital 
had to remain fully operational for the duration 
of the works.

The new orthopaedic consultation, diagnostic 
and treatment centre in Manchester is a £4.5M 
facility covering 10,000sq ft of floor space, the 
building, to be known as the OrthTeam Centre, 
will be part of Didsbury Technology Park.
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Location: London
Sector: Residential
Developer:Taylor Wimpey Central London
Our Role: Contract Administration
                   Project Manager
                   Quantity Surveying

Notable Features

• This development involved the creation 
of 76 luxury apartments, with associated 
landscaping and residents’ facilities, including 
the demolition of the old HM Court Service 
building situated on Fetter Lane. 

• The former building foundations were reused 
in the new design solution

• Situated next to the Grade II listed Kings 
College, Maughan Library and Clifford’s Inn

ST DUNSTAN’S COURT  
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ONE MOLYNEUX

Location:      Marylebone, London
Sector:          Luxury Residential
Developer:   Coronado Developments
Our Role:      Project Manager
                      Quantity Surveyor
                      Employer’s Agent
    Structural Engineer
    Civil Engineer

One Molyneux in Marylebone in the heart of London 
involved the redevelopment of an existing Art Deco 
style building into 30 contemporary apartments. 
Given that the scheme incorporates an entire corner 
plot, and is constrained on all sides, detailed logistics 
and delivery sequencing were key elements of the 
development.
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Location:          Bath
Sector          Student Accommodation 
                      & Commercial
Developer:         Rengen Developments
Our Role:          Project Manager
                          Quantity Surveyor
                            Employer’s Agent
                            Development Manager

The Exchange, Bath, is an impressive mixed-use 
scheme on James Street West, offering 78 student 
rooms for mostly post-graduate and international 
students. With three accommodation floors above 
a commercial space on the ground floor, the 
project involved working within strict planning 
guidelines as it is set within and above the former 
listed Labour Exchange.

Notable Features:

• Highly complicated facade retention 
• Tight inner city constraints
• Grade I listed building with bomb damaged  

facade

THE EXCHANGE
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CUMBERLAND 
STREET

Location:     Bristol
Sector:         Student Accommodation
Developer:  Rengen Developments
Our Role:    Project Manager
   Quantity Surveyor
   Employer’s Agent 
   Structural Engineer

A new student development offering a mix 
of three to six bed apartments, situated on 
Cumberland Street in the heart of the city 
centre close to Cabot Circus. 

Divided into four maritime themed blocks – 
Brigantine, Schooner, Clipper and Cutter House 
– these fully furnished study homes are finished 
to a high standard with spacious open plan 
living, double size bedrooms, some with ensuite 
shower rooms. 

Residents benefit from secure bike storage, 
the option of secured on site parking as well as 
good access to university campuses.
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MINING & 
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Location: Africa
Sector:     Mining
Our Role: Project Manager
 Employer’s Agent 
 

Iesis Group undertook an extensive range of mine 
specific design works to cover general infrastructure 
to loading platforms and water retaining structures. 
All our design work is completed to UK or European 
codes of practice and we have an extensive design 
resource well versed at overseas design standards.

We have an experienced Bridge team which enables 
us to design a range of support structures from pipe 
girders to road and rail traffic. The bridge team is led 
by David Steadman who imparts experience from his 
time at Babtie Group (now Jacobs) and Grontmij. We 
are able to design to UK Bridge codes together with 
EU Standards.

We are able to undertake water retaining RC 
structures to include trafficked dam and weir 
structures. The structures team is led by Iestyn Lewis 
and Matthew Jones who have combined 40 years 
design experience of heavy industrial structures. Our 
design team is able to work to UK or EU codes of 
practice. We are also able to incorporate steelwork 
access structures.

We also undertake a broad range of mining specific 
dam design, which is led by Stewart Cale, an 
internationally recognised expert in the delivery of 
such structures. We are able to deal with any size 
dam structure and have a proven track record of 
responding to a defined programme and to enable 
production targets to be achieved.
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MANCHESTER 
LEGACY PROJECTS

VANTAGE QUAY

TIMBER WHARF NO 1 DEANSGATE NATIONAL FOOTBALL MUSEUM / URBIS

DEANSGATE QUAY
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Our Civil and Structural 
Engineering consultancy 
combines technical excellence 
with proactive sustainable 
design so that engineering 
solutions prove practical and 
cost-effective.
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WHAT WE DO

We provide integrated engineering solutions using all 
common structural materials including post tensioned 
concrete. Typical project sizes range between £1m 
and £150m, across residential, education, commercial, 
mixed-use and retail sectors, for new build and 
complex refurbishment.

ENGINEERS

Structural engineering
Civil engineering
Heavy civil engineering
Value engineering
Urban regeneration
All structural materials
Temporary works
BIM
Sustainability
SUDS
Refurbishment
Listed buildings
PT/RC concrete

EXPERTISE
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

MILLBROOK PARK

CLAPHAM PARK ESTATE

PALACE VIEW

WELLINGTON PRIMARY SCHOOL

RAF CROUGHTON

GREENWICH MILLENIUM VILLAGE

WESTMINSTER QUARTER

ISLINGTON SQUARE
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Location:    North London
Sector:        Residential
Developer: Ecoworld International
Our Role:    Structural Engineer
   Civil Engineer

The project involves the construction of a new 7-storey 
concrete framed apartment block with basement car 
parking and a landscaped podium. 

The building is cut into the slope with retaining walls 
at the top end of the site in excess of 6m deep. Careful 
planning and detailing of the temporary works allowed 
a secant wall to be constructed around the basement 
despite the proximity of the adjacent highways and 
amenity spaces.

35

MILLBROOK PARK
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Location:     London
Sector:         Residential 
Developer:  Metropolitan Thames Valley
Our Role   Structural Engineer
   Civil Engineer

The development consists of three new residen-
tial blocks up to six storeys high that will join 
a 34 hectare site and mix with inter war and 
post war council housing. The three blocks will 
include 201 new residential units, a nursery and 
a basement car park.

The three blocks are concrete framed with 
post-tensioned upper floor slabs to achieve 
larger spans, reduce the slab depths and result 
lessen foundation loading.

CLAPHAM 
PARK ESTATE
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Location:    London
Sector:        Residential
Developer:  Taylor Wimpey Central London
Our Role:    Structural Engineering
   Civil Engineering

This redevelopment of a prestigious site, next 
to Lambeth Palace, involved the replacement 
of the existing 7 storey Royal Pharmaceutical 
Society building with a new 9 storey mixed-use 
commercial and residential development over 
a larger footprint with single storey basement 
car park.

Detailed analysis and investigation of the 
existing basement and substructure allowed 
the reuse of the existing piles, basement slab 
and retaining walls, facilitating the complete 
removal of the piling package and creating 
significant cost savings and project programme 
reductions. 

The use of post-tensioned concrete slabs for 
the upper floors also reduced the depth of the 
slabs, thereby reducing overall material volumes 
and building weight to assist in the viability of 
the foundation solution.

PALACE VIEW
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WELLINGTON 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Location:  London
Sector:  Education
Our Role:  Civil Engineer
 Structural Engineer

This three storey extension and new nursery 
block to this Victorian primary school building, 
as a part of the Primary Capital Programme for 
London Borough of Tower Hamlets, involved 
the refurbishment of the existing school 
buildings and the addition of a new three 
storey composite steel frame. 
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RAF 
CROUGHTON

Location: Northamptonshire
Sector:  Defence Infrastructure Organisation
Our Role:  Structural Engineer
 Civil Engineer

This unique project at RAF Croughton involved 
the delivery of a steel framed medical and 
dental facility for the American airforce. The 
brief required the design to be delivered to BIM 
level II and to incorporate the European and 
American military force protection measures. 
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WESTMINSTER 
QUARTER

Location:  London
Sector:   Luxury Residential
Developer: Taylor Wimpey Central London
Our Role:   Civil Engineer
  Structural Engineer

Westminster Quarter is a prestigious residential 
development in the heart of Westminster 
where a full basement extends over the entire 
site footprint with three large concrete framed 
residential blocks above. The issue of ground 
water was a major consideration leading to a 
secant piled solution with a major transfer at 
ground floor to convert the structural grid from 
car parking to residential. Complex boundary 
conditions were a key factor on all perimeters.
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Location:    Greenwich, London
Sector:   Residential
Developer:  Greenwich Millennium Village Ltd
Our Role:   Civil Engineer
   Structural Engineer

Part of the re-development of the Greenwich 
Peninsula in London,. this prestigious phased 
development comprises a mix of residential 
properties from low rise houses up to 11 storey 
apartment blocks. Structures have worked 
closely with the geotechnical specialists 
to produce efficient foundations despite 
challenging ground conditions.

GREENWICH
MILLENNIUM VILLAGE
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Location:   London
Sector:       Residential & Retail
Our Role:  Structural Engineer

Iesis Structures provided structural design services for 
the re-development of this former Royal Mail sorting 
and delivery centre. Structural works involved the 
retention and refurbishment of the existing 6 storey 
post office building with significant alterations to 
the historic masonry and filler joist structure and the 
addition of a new residential floor forming rooftop 
penthouses and roof gardens.

ISLINGTON 
SQUARE
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At Urban, we create office 
workspaces that are not only 
vibrant but which work on a 
functional level to improve 
productivity and wellbeing.
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WHAT WE DO

53

With experience in office and residential 
refurbishment, space planning and design, furniture 
supply, design and build, and in Cat A and Cat B 
projects, our highly qualified trade professionals and 
suppliers deliver transformational projects, on time 
and within budget.

Urban manages and leads the fit-out of stylish, 
functional and environmentally - friendly interiors. 
We are proud of the care and responsibility we bring 
to every project; indeed our aim is to be the most 
sustainable fit-out company in the UK.

The flexibility of our services is reflected in the 
variety of commissions we undertake: new buildings, 
refurbishments and conversions – including offices 
and schools; hospitals and private banks; residential 
developments and Universities ; surveys of individual 
properties or whole portfolios; and small area ‘context 
studies’ to comprehensive development plans. Our 
individual solutions provide a seamless transition from 
exterior to interior.

FIT OUT & DESIGN

Office refurbishment
Residential refurbishment
Space planning and design
Furniture supply
Design and build
Cat A and Cat B projects

EXPERTISE
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

ABP SOUTHAMPTON 

NASH PARTNERSHIP

RIDGE EDEN OFFICE 

POWER LEAGUE

BATH TOURISM

MANVERS STREET
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ASSOCIATED BRITISH
PORTS 

Location:  Southampton
Sector:  Commercial
Our Role:  Works Completed
 Furniture Supply
 Supply & Installation

A collection of bespoke furniture was acquired 
and installed by our expert team including 
height adjustable tables, storage walls and 
Boss Design Coza meeting chairs. The end 
result was an attractive yet usable space 
which contained a multitude of unique design 
solutions and furniture.

We have now completed our third project for 
Associated British Ports, in the same building 
supplying all of their reception furniture which 
included a bespoke reception counter with ABP 
logo, reception sofas, height adjustable desks, 
Orange Box Operator chairs, bespoke joinery, 
bespoke storage wall, break out furniture, 
meeting tables & chairs and meeting pods.
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Location:  Bristol
Sector:  Commercial
Our Role:   Data & Power Installation
  Design
  New Glazed Partitions
  New Joinery
  New Kitchen

NASH 
PARTNERSHIPS
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Work included the removal of the old kitchen, 
partitions, flooring, lighting and data cabling 
from which the flooring and furniture were 
recycled.

 Urban also designed and supplied the new 
kitchen, glazed and solid partitions, meeting 
booths, wall art and graphics, bench , blinds, 
external signs, chairs, under floor cable baskets, 
air conditioning, flooring .

RIDGE
EDEN OFFICE
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Location:  Bath
Sector: Commercial
Our Role:  Design
 Refurbishment

This project entailed the refurbishment of 
the Bath Tourism office. Works included new 
air-conditioning, solid & glazed partitions, 
folding wall.

After working with Bath Tourism for many 
months designing their new space, to 
maximise the desk capacity, we achieved the 
refurbishment within five weeks. 

We also assisted in the getting planning 
consent for air conditioning units in the space.

BATH TOURISM
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Location:   Bristol
Sector:  Commercial
Our Role:  Complete refurbishment

The project included glazed and solid 
partitioning to create segregated work spaces, 
a full kitchen fit-out, desks,, contemporary 
mushrooms stools, tailored storage spaces 
and a bespoke boardroom table. From office 
design and furniture sourcing to installation, the 
project was delivered in 4 weeks. The end result 
was a space that was not only eye catching, but 
also met the needs of the staff.

POWER LEAGUE
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Location:  Bath
Sector:      Commercial Office
Our Role:  Furniture Supply

This commission involved the refurbishment of a 
six storey office sitting between two listed buildings 
in the centre of Bath., The existing  building was 
characterised by its neglected exterior and a dark, 
dated interior. 

A new glazed entrance has been introduced at 
pavement level to improve the relationship between 
the building and the surrounding public realm. Our 
brief was to provide a bright, high quality reception 
space, with feature finishes to create a sense of arrival 
for visitors.

MANVERS STREET

67 68
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Visual storytelling matters in 
business today, perhaps more 
than it ever has, as brands seek 
a deeper engagement with 
customers.
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WHAT WE DO

At Creative, we have brought together a host of design 
and broadcast skills to offer brand packages for the 
property development and consultancy industry. From 
logos and marketing collateral through to interior 
design concepts, signage and corporate films, our team 
ensures that clients have a consistent and strong visual 
impact, wherever their brands are presented.

CREATIVE DIRECTION

Branding
Content creation
Interior design
Marketing
Film production

EXPERTISE
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

THE EXCHANGE

ARGYLE PLACE

THE WAREHOUSE

GROVE HOUSE

THE CHAPEL

BRASSWORKS LOFTS
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THE EXCHANGE

Location:   Bath 
Sector:  Student & Commercial
Our Role:  Film Production
 Historic Plaque Design

Creative was commissioned to tell the story of 
the fascinating redevelopment of this historic 
site.  Meticulous planning and research to 
develop the story was involved in the production 
process. Please visit https://www.iesisgroup.com/
video/ to see this and other films. 

The historic plaque was designed to reflect the 
nature of the bomb damaged facade, whilst 
including historical knowledge of the original 
building and the local area. Some of the key 
aspects on the plaque include the original 
architectural drawing from 1936, the four 
poppies in honour of the people who lost their 
lives and the ‘bomb damage’ to represent the 
destruction caused by the raids.   

CLICK BELOW 
TO PLAY FILM

https://vimeo.com/207094561
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Location:   Bath
Sector:   Mixed Use residential & commercial
Developer: Rengen Developments
Our Role:    Interior Design
  Branding
  Marketing 

This beautiful Georgian building situated 
on the famous Pulteney Bridge in Bath, is 
a regeneration project comprising a mix 
of uses. Phase One of the redevelopment 
created boutique residential accommodation 
specifically designed for the open market 
rental sector. Iesis Creative provided branding, 
marketing and interior design services. .

ARGYLE PLACE
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Location:   Bath
Sector:    Residential
Developer:  Rengen Developments
Our Role:   Interior Design
   Branding
   Marketing

Creative is providing branding, interior design  
and marketing materials for this innovative 
residential refurbishment project in Oldfield 
Park to the south west of the city centre. 

THE WAREHOUSE

79 80
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Location:    Bath
Sector:   Residential
Developer: Rengen Developments
Our Role:    Interior Design
  Branding
  Marketing

The refurbishment of this long standing former 
restaurant over ground and basement levels 
required significant renovation of the existing 
fabric.  The first stage was to stitch the existing 
structure back together and stabilising the 
timber frame. 

Re-roofing and fenestration was required to 
the external elements to provide a stable shell 
for the conversion to a high quality residential 
accommodation. 

The unique layout provided Creative the perfect 
canvas to create a bespoke product, fitting of 
this superb central Bath location. 

GROVE HOUSE

82

GROVE HOUSE
GH

BATH
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Location:   Bath
Sector:   Residential
Developer: Rengen Developments
Our Role:   Interior Design
  Branding

A beautiful collection of four exquisite two 
bedroom homes located in the World Heritage 
City of Bath.

This development features the refurbishment of 
this former gospel hall, also used as a medical 
mission during World War II, and run by one of 
the most famous doctors in Bath, Dr. Wilson-
Smith.

Built with traditional Bath stone elevations, the 
home’s interiors feature bright open concepts 
with luxury finishes throughout and an elegant 
modernized exterior.

THE CHAPEL
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Location:   Bristol
Sector:   Residential
Developer: Rengen Developments 
Our Role:    Interior Design
  Branding
  Marketing

Tucked away In the heart of The Old Market 
Quarter in Bristol, this new development 
comprises a mixture of one bedroom and one 
bedroom + study lofts. In keeping with the 
historical nature of the area, the development 
boasts a unique design with elements and 
materials that compliment the characteristics 
of Old Market.

Contemporary living spaces, stylish kitchens and 
luxurious bathrooms creates an enviable place 
to live in this up and coming community that is 
currently in the midst of regeneration. 

BRASSWORKS 
LOFTS
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IESTYN LEWIS
CEO

DAVID STEADMAN
Group Director

PETER JAMES
Group Director

MATTHEW JONES
Managing Director

CHRIS GOODENOUGH
Managing Director

ALLAN WERRETT
Director

CAROLINE BROWN
Managing Director 

RYAN JONES
Director

TOM WILSON
Director

ALASTAIR STEELE
Director

TONY RUCK
Director

JIM FALLON
Director

TIM EASTMENT
Director

ROB DALTON
Director
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MARIANNA GRANAUDO  
Associate 

SENIOR TEAM

ROB WYATT
Associate Director

PAUL BELANGER
Associate Director 

JONATHAN TAYLOR
Associate

TOM BRADER
Associate Director

NICK CHEEK
Associate Director 
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BRISTOL

89-95 Redcliff Street
Bristol

BS1 6LU

+44 (0) 117 922 7039
info@iesisgroup.com

LONDON

20 Ironmonger Lane
London

EC2V 8EP

+44 (0) 207 600 2912
info@iesisgroup.com

MANCHESTER

6 Commercial Street
Manchester

M15 4PZ

+44 (0)845 643 2741 
info@iesisgroup.com

www.iesisgroup.com
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BRISTOL  •  LONDON  •  MANCHESTER  

BUILT TO DELIVER MORE


